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Abstract-- ln this paper a general ODE model is proposed to describe pidemic systems. The mathe- 
matical structure of such a model is so general that it includes many epidemic systems already analyzed 
via different methods by various authors. The asymptotic analysis of the general system is carried out 
with applications to several models. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The history of mathematical models for infectious diseases i  quite long now and may be traced 
back at least up to the 1920s when the work by Kermack and McKendrick appeared[8]. 
Since then many attempts of generalization have been made to introduce more realistic 
situations (see [2] for a rather extensive account). 
Some authors have also tried general approaches tothe analysis of the asymptotic behaviour 
of such systems (see, e.g. [7]). 
To the authors' knowledge anyway no attempt has been made up to now to analyze the 
general structure of epidemic systems. In this paper the authors propose a general ODE system 
which actually includes many of the models proposed up to now, by different authors. 
This general model allows an asymptotic analysis based on the structure of the ODE system 
by means of the Lyapunov functional proposed by Goh[4,5] for a generalized Lotka-Volterra 
system. 
The main result of the paper, based on a previous paper by Solimano and Beretta[14], 
gives sufficient conditions for the global asymptotic stability (hence uniqueness) of the non- 
trivial equilibrium solution of the system, whenever it exists. 
An existence result regarding the positive equilibrium solution is also given. It has to be 
pointed out that also the case in which the total population is a dynamic variable is analyzed. 
In Sec. 3 the results are applied to several models. 
Sec. 4 is devoted to analyze the cases in which the total population of the epidemic system 
is a dynamical variable. In this case we are able, by our methods, to give global stability results 
of the feasible or partially feasible quilibrium. 
2. THE GENERAL  MODEL 
Let us consider first a so-called SIR model with vital dynamics[7]. If one denotes as usual 
by S the susceptible population, by I the infective population and by R the removed population, 
this model may be written as follows: 
dS/dt  = -kS l  - IXS + Ix, 
d l /d t  = kS l  - i~I - h l ,  
dR~dr  = h l  - IxR,  
(2.1) 
for t > 0, subject o suitable initial conditions. 
Since clearly (2.1) implies that S( t )  + l ( t )  + R( t )  = 1, we may ignore the last equation 
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in (2.1) and consider the reduced system 
dS/dt  = -kS l  - IxS + Ix, 
d l /d t  = kS l  - (Ix + k)l, 
(2.2) 
and system (2.2) becomes 
A = (~ ok  ) e = ( - I x ) ) c  = (~')  
' ( p . + h  ' ' 
follows; we set 
where 
dz /dt  = diag(z)(e + Az) + c, t > 0, (2.4) 
where we have also set z = (S, l)r. 
Consider now the simple gonorrhea model proposed in [3] and [15]. It can be seen as an 
SIS model for two interacting populations; if we denote by $1,11 and by S,., lz the susceptible 
and the infective populations for the two groups (males and females), we have 
dSf ld t  = -k t , .S t l~  + %11, 
d l l /d t  = ktzSil, .  - eq l l ,  
t > 0. (2.5) 
dS Jdt  = -k21S:11 + Or212, 
d l : /d t  = kzzSzlt - et,.12, 
Again, since clearly $1 + 11 = cl (const) and S,. + 12 = c2 (const), we may analyze only 
the system (let k12 = k21 = 1, for simplicity) 
d l i /d t  = - I l l z  - etl l l  + cl l2, 
t > 0, (2.6) 
d l2 /d t  = -1112 - -  0t212 + c2 I i ,  
which can be now written in the general form 
dz /dt  = diag(z)(e + Az) + Bz, t > 0, (2.7) 
if we set z = (11, 12) r, and 
A = -1  , e = -a2  ' c2 ' 
Altogether, we may state that both models (2.1) and (2.5) may be rewritten in the general 
form 
dz /dt  = diag(z)(e + Az) + h(z), t > 0, (2.9) 
b(z) = c + Bz, z ~ R ~, 
where n E N - {0} for sake of generality. 
In Sec. 3 we have analyzed many other examples of epidemic systems, already studied 
with different ools by various authors; all of them may be considered, along with models (2.1) 
(2.3) 
for t > 0, subject to initial conditions such that 0 < S(0) + I(0) < 1. 
We may write system (2.2) in a more general form if we introduce matrix notations as 
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and (2.5), as particular cases of the following general ODE model: 
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dz/dt = diag(z)(e + Az) + b(z), t > 0, (2.9) 
in R", n ~ N - {0}, or better in 
R~. := {z~Rn[z i~>0,  i = 1 . . . .  ,n} 
(the non-negative orthant of R"), if we take into account hat our systems are positivity preserving, 
in accordance with the meaning of z. 
In (2.9) we usually have 
(i) e E R n, a constant vector; 
(ii) A = (a~j)~,j,t ....... a real constant matrix; 
(iii) b(z) = c + Bz, a non-negative vector function defined for z ~ R~,; here c ~ R~. is 
a constant non-negative vector, and B = (b~j)~j= ~ ...... is a real constant matrix such that b~j I> 0 
for any i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n, and b~i = 0 for any i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Hence it is worth analyzing the general qualitative properties of system (2.9) under the 
above assumptions (i)-(iii), and applying the results to the various different models. 
Let us remark that usually epidemic systems are considered to have constant otal popu- 
lations, as in the above examples; this implies in particular that in (2.2) 0 ~< S(t) + l(t) <- 1 
for any t >1 0; while in (2.6) 0 ~< l l(t) <~ ct, and 0 <~ Iz(t) <~ c,. for any t ~ 0. 
Referring to our general model (2.9), we shall assume at first that either 
f l  7 := zERO.  [ zi<~ 1 (2.10) 
or 
f l~ := {z~R"+ I z~< 1, i = 1 . . . . .  n} (2.11) 
O O 
is positively invariant, as well as their interiors f i t  or I)~, respectively. From now on we shall 
denote both f it  and lq~ by fl". 
We shall make then the assumption 
(iv) f l  n is positively invariant. 
Remark. It may be pointed out that in concrete models assumption (iv) is always satisfied 
due to the particular structure of the ODE systems which describe epidemic models. 
Because of the structure of 
F(z) := diag(z)(e + Az) + b(z), (2.12) 
it is clear that F E Ct(R".), and therefore F E C~(fl"). 
We shall denote by Di the hyperplane of Rn: Di = {z ~ R" I z, = 0}. 
Clearly, D~ A f l  n will be positively invariant if bilo, = O, while D~ N fl" will be a repulsive 
set whenever F(z) is pointing inside l'l" on Di, i.e. bilo, > O. 
Because of the invariance of l-l" and the fact that F E Ct(f~"), fixed point theorems[12] 
assure the existence of at least one equilibrium solution of (2.9), within fl". 
As stated in the introduction, our aim here is to show that, under suitable conditions, the 
general system (2.9) is such that, whenever a strictly positive equilibrium z* exists in fl". := 
{z ~ fl" I z~ > 0, i = 1 . . . . .  n}, then it is globally asymptotically stable with respect o 
f lL. Uniqueness of the equilibrium within fl"+ clearly follows. 
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Let . ,  = (.-, . . . . .  .'~*) be a strictly positive equilibrium of (2.9); then 
e = -Az*  - diag(z*-I)b(z*), (2.13) 
where we have denoted z *-t  := (l/z~ . . . . .  l/z*) r. 
By substitution in (2.9), we have 
dz/dt = diag(z)[A + diag(z*-l)B](z - z*) - diag(z - z*idiag(z*-I)b(z). (2.14) 
Since, without the vector b(z), system (2.9) is a generalized Volterra system, in order to 
study the global asymptotic stability of z* we shall make use of the Lyapunov function 
V:R"." ~ R+ proposed by Goh[4,5] (here R"." := {z E R" ] z, > 0, i = 1 . . . . .  n), 
(2.15) 
where Wi > 0 are real constants. 
We introduce now some definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.1 
Let B be a real n x n matrix. We say that B ~ Sw (resp. B U Sw) iff there exists a 
positive diagonal real matrix W such that WB + Brw is positive definite (resp. non-negative 
definite). 
DEFINITION 2.2 
B is W-skew symmetrizable (resp. W-symmetrizable) iff there exists a positive diagonal 
real matrix W such that WB is skew-symmetric (resp. symmetric). 
The structure of the ODE system (2.14) stimulates the analysis of the matrix 
J~ := A + diag(z*-~)B. 
As we shall see in Sec. 3, many epidemic systems are such that either 
(v) A is W-skew symmetrizable 
or 
[ ( (v') A + diag zlz* . . . . .  -~.z~ / J ~ Sw, 
where bi(z), i = 1 . . . . .  n are the components of the vector function b(z), defined in (iii). 
For example model (2.2) belongs to case (v) while model (2.6) belongs to case (v'). 
Hence we shall analyze these two cases in detail. 
Consider first the case (v), and let R be the following subset of fl"+, 
R := {zE  f~. [z, = z*, for any i  = 1 . . . . .  ns.t .  bi(z) >0}.  (2.16) 
On R, system (2.14) becomes 
dz/dt [R = diag(z),~(z - z*), (2.17) 
which has the same structure as predator-prey Volterra systems when looking for the largest 
invariant set for such systems, where the diagonal elements of the community matrix in the 
Volterra system play the same role as the positive components of b(z) in our system. We may 
then state that the sufficient conditions given in [13] and [14] in order that the largest invariant 
set of predator-prey Volterra systems reduces to the strictly positive equilibrium {z*}, give us 
sufficient conditions for the largest invariant subset of (2.9) in R reduce to {z*}. 
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In order to state these conditions we need to introduce some graph nomenclature. 
Under the assumption (v), the elements of i have a skew-symmetric sign distribution. 
Then we associate a graph with ,4, by the following rules: 
~, (A) each component of z, say the ith, is represented by the labeled knot ~if b~(z) =-- 0; by 
i otherwise. 
(B) each pair of elements dodjg < 0 is represented by an arc connecting knots " i "  and 
The following result holds[3,4]: 
LEMMA 2.1 
Assume that ~, is W-skew symmetrizable. If the associated graph is either (a) a tree and 
p - 1 of the p terminal knots are~', or (b) a chain and two consecutive internal knots are 
or (c) a cycle and two consecutive knots are ~, then M -= {z*} within R. 
Hence we can prove the following: 
THEOREM 2.1 
If system (2.9) has a positive equilibrium z* ~ 12~+ and case (v) holds true under one of 
the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 or, otherwise, case (v') holds true, then the positive equilibrium 
z* is globally asymptotically stable within 12~.. The uniqueness of z* within il~. follows from 
its global asymptotic stability. 
Proof. Consider the scalar function (2.15). It has the property of positive definiteness of 
a Lyapunov function: V(z) ~ 0 and V(z) = 0 if and only if z = z*. Moreover, V(z) ~ + 
when z~ --~ + ~ or z~ ~ 0 ÷ for some i. Its time derivative along the trajectories of (2.9) is 
f'(z) = (z - z*)rW diag(z-1)L (2.18) 
where W = diag(Wt . . . . .  Wn), Wi being the positive real numbers occurring in definition 
(2.15) of V(z). On account of (2.14), (2.18) becomes 
~_ Wibi(z) (zi - z*) 2, 
f ' ( z )  = (z  - z* ) rw~, (z  - z* )  - z,z~* 
i= l  
where within ~"+ we have z~ > 0, b~(z) >t 0 for all i. Let us write 
(2.19) 
In case (v'), from (2.19) it follows that f'(z) ~< 0 and the equality applies if and only if 
z = z*. Hence the global asymptotic stability of z* within fl~. follows. In case (v), since W~i, 
is skew-symmetric, (2.18) reads 
~ Wibi(z) (zi - z*) z, (2.20) 
~¢(~) = - ~,z- -"T i= I  
where the nonpositive definiteness of l~'(z) within il~. follows from the assumption that bi(z) >~ 0 
for all i. Let R be the set of all points within fl~. where V(z) = 0, i.e. the set (2.16), and M 
be the largest invariant set in R. Owing to Lemma 2.1 we have M - {z*}. 
As a consequence we may state, that every solution z(t) in fl~. tends to z* as t ~ + ~. 
This is due to the following extension of Lyapunov's stability theorem: If dV/dt is negative 
semidefinite, then every solution tends to the largest invariant subset of the set of all points in 
R" for which dV/dt = 0[10] (see also [9]). Hence the global asymptotic stability of z* within 
i l l  is proven for both cases (v) and (v'). 
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COROLLARY 2.1 
If the vector e in (iii) is positive definite, then system (2.9) has a positive equilibrium 
"* ~ f),L. In case (v) or (v'), the positive equilibrium :* is globally asymptotically stable (and 
therefore unique) with respect o f~L. 
Proof. Concerning the existence of a positive equilibrium, we can observe that, by ar- 
guments of positive invariance of f'/", at least one equilibrium belonging to f~" exists. However, 
if e is positive definite, system (2.9) cannot have equilibria with some vanishing components. 
Hence a positive equilibrium z* ~ f]L exists. In case (v), since A is W-skew symmetrizable 
and b(-) is positive definite, by (2.20) l)(z) ~< 0 and ~/(_-) = 0 if, and only if, : = _-*. This 
gives the global asymptotic stability (and uniqueness) of-*  within i lL. In case (v') the asymptotic 
stability (and uniqueness) of z* within f~L directly follows from (2.19). 
Some epidemic models, described by the ODE system (2.9), differ from usual epidemic 
models in that n(t) = ET=t z,(t) is a dynamical variable rather than a specified constant (see, 
e.g. [11]). 
Accordingly, we must drop assumption (iv). For these models, the accessible space is the 
whole non-negative orthant R"~ of the Euclidean space, and Theorem 2. l can be reformulated 
by substituting the bounded set f~"~ with the positive orthant R"+*. Furthermore, it has to be 
noticed that we cannot apply fixed point theorems even when vector c is positive definite. Hence 
Corollary 2.1 cannot be applied to these models. However, the structure of system (2.9) is such 
that the positive invariance of the non-negative orthant R~ is assured. When vector c in (iii) 
has some identically vanishing components, system (2.9) may have equilibria :* with some 
vanishing components. Let. , 'be the set of indices. 1 = ~l . . . . .  n} and/ the  subset oL ,  
such that z* = 0 when i ~ I. According to Gob[4] if I ~ ~l. we say that z* is partially feasible 
and we can study the sectorial stability of z* with respect o 
R7 = {z E R"~ [ z, > O, i E .  l -  1; z, ~ O, i E l}. (2.21) 
The definition of sectorial stability can be found in [4]. By sectorial stability we mean that 
z* is globally asymptotically stable with respect o RT. If I = J~, then z* is feasible and we 
can study its global asymptotic stability with respect o R~ by Theorem 2.1. 
Assume that z* is a partially feasible equilibrium of (2.9), i.e. z* = 0, i ~ I, I ~ J~. 
Define the matrix ~, = (~i~j)u= ~ ...... as 
fa,j = a o + b Jz* .  for a l l i~ .  I ' -  I, j~ .  I] 
~ij = a0, otherwise. 
(2.22) 
where a~j are the elements of the matrix A in (2.9) and b,j are the elements of B defined in (iii). 
Let R be the subset of R7 such that 
R = {z~ R~'[z~ = 0, for a l l iE l ,  z~ = z*, for a l l i~ , l -  Is .t .b~(z) >0} (2.23) 
and let M be the largest invariant set within R. By using the scalar function suggested by Gob 
in studying sectorial stability 
V(z) = [ +] ~'. Wi z, - z* - z,* In "~ + "~ W, zi, W~>0.  (2.24) 
i E  I - I  l~ /  
we prove the following: 
THEOREM 2.2 
Let z* be a partially feasible equilibrium of (2.9) and assume that A is W-skew sym- 
metrizable. If (a) el + Zje,  a,jz* <~ 0 for all i E I, (b) b,(z) =- 0 for all i E I, (c) M =-- {z*}, 
then z* is globally asymptotically stable with respect o RT. 
Proof  If z* is a partially feasible equilibrium of (2.9) with z* = 0 for all i ~ I, by 
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hypothesis (b) the equations of (2.9) read 
=-  2 - : : )  - (: '  - :'*t b,(:), "' ' , \ :,* / 
; i  - -  e i  
jE  q 
for all i ~ .  I -  I, 
for all i ~ I. 
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(2.25) 
Consider the function (2.24). V(z) ~ Ct(RT), and is a non-negative definite function with 
a single minimum at z = z* where V(z*) = O. 
On account of (2.25), the time derivative of V(z) along the trajectories of (2.9) is 
V(z) = ~'~ w~(Z* - z*) {:, ~, do(z j - z*) (q - Z*) 
i~  I - I  ~ j~  I ~'i 
iE I  jE  I 
(2.26) 
By the definition of the matrix g,, from (2.22) we get 
~Z(z) = (z - z*FW~,(z  - z* )  - 
i E  ~- /  
+ ~'~Wizi(e,+ ~ aijz*). 
i~ l  j~ .  I" 
Wibi(z) 
z~z* 
- -  ( z ,  - z * )  2 
(2.27) 
Since ,~, is W-skew symmetrizable, the first term in (2.27) vanishes. By hypothesis (a) we 
have that within RT, f'(z) ~< 0. Now we are in position to apply the already quoted extension 
of Lyapunov's tability theorem [10, Theorem VI Sec. 13]. 
The set R of all points within R7 where ~'(z) = 0 is given by (2.23). Since, by hypothesis 
(c), the largest invariant set within R is z*, then every solution z(t) with initial conditions in 
R7 tends to z* as t ~ +ze. 
When z* is feasible, I = ~, R = {z ~ "** I zi = z* for all i:bi(z) > 0}. From Theorem 
2.2 we obtain: 
COROLLARY 2.2 
Let z* a feasible equilibrium of (2.9) and assume that ,~, is W-skew symmetrizable. If 
M = {z*}, then z* is globally asymptotically stable within R"+*. 
Corollary 2.2 can be seen as a new formulation of Theorem 2.1 case (v), for epidemic 
models for which assumption (iv) is dropped. Concerning Corollary 2.2, we may observe that, 
if the graph associated with .~, by the rules (vii), (viii), satisfies one of the hypotheses of Lemma 
2.1, then within R we have M = {z*}. 
3. EXAMPLES 
In this section we review a list of epidemic systems which exhibit the structure of general 
model (2.9). Their asymptotic behaviour will be obtained then by applying the theorems proved 
in the previous section. 
We shall distinguish three main cases: In the first one condition (v) is satisfied; in the 
second one condition (v') is satisfied; finally in the third case we shall consider epidemic models 
for which the total population (t) is a dynamical variable. 
3.1 Epidemic ~'stems for which the matrix A is W-skew ~'mmetrizable 
In the following it is assumed that all the parameters are non-negative real numbers. 
3.1.1 SIR model with vital dynamics[7]. This model has already been presented in (2.2). 
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Since in this case B = 0, we have 
~i, = A = (O k ;k )  andb(z)= c = (~)  (3.1) 
Since ~, is skew-symmetric and the associated graph is ~---~, Theorem 2.1 applies. 
3.1.2 SIRS model with temporary, immunity[7]. 
dS/dt  = -k lS  + (8 + or) - (8 + a)S  - ctl, 
dl /dt  = k lS  - ('t + 8)1, 
(3.2) 
withS + I~< 1. 
We change the variables (S, 1) into (S, I) such that S = S + ct/k, so that system (3.2) 
becomes 
dS/dt  = - (8  + ot)S - kSl + (8 + a)(1 + a /k ) ,  
dl /dt  = - (3 '  + 8 + col + kSl ,  
(3.3) 
which can now be put in the form (2.9) by introducing 
Again ,~, = A and b(z) = c, with .4, skew-symmetric. Also in this case the associated 
graph is O a, and Theorem 2.1 applies. 
3.1 .3S IR  model with carriers[7]. 
dS/dt  = -k ( l  + C)S + 8 - 8S, 
d l /dt  = k(l  + C)S - "yl - 81, 
(3.5) 
where S + 1 ~< 1. By the change of variables (S, 1) ---, (S, f), i = I + C, we have 
dS/dt  = -8S  - h iS  + 8, 
d i /dt  = - (~ + 8) i  + hiS + (~ + 8)C, 
(3.6) 
which can be put in the form (2.9), where 
e = (~/ + 8 ' , c = ~/ 8)C ' 
and 
b(z) --- c, ~, - A. (3.8) 
Since c is positive definite and ,4, is skew-symmetric, by Corollary 2.1 a unique positive 
equilibrium z* exists, which is globally asymptotically stable with respect o 1~,  i.e. the interior 
o f~Z = {z:S + [<~ 1 + C}. 
3.2 Epidemic models for  which - [A + d iag( -  bt(z)/zlzl* . . . . .  -- b,(z)/znz*)] ~ Sw 
3.2.1 SIS model in two communities with migration[7]. 
dlz/dt = kll l( l  -- Ii) -- ~hlz - 811t + 0(12 - l l ) /N i ,  
dl~/dt = k:l,.(l - 12) - ~1:I~ - 8215 + 0(1i - I,.)/N2, 
Ii + Si = 1, 
12 + $2 = I. 
(3.9) 
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In (3.9), putting 0, = 0/N,, 0, = 0/N2, we obtain 
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d-/i/dt = (hl - ~/1 - 51 - 01)I, - kll i  + Off,., 
dl2/dt = (k,_ - "y: - 52 - 02)1., - kfli + 0_,I,. 
(3.10) 
with li ~< 1, i = 1, 2. System (3.10) can be set in the form (2.9), where 
e= (hh : -  " / ' -  5 ' -  ~i) '  A = ' ~ 2   2 ( -hI0 ?~')2 , C = O, B ~- (0 2 001 ) (3.11) 
and 
b(z) = Bz = (0,12, 02-/t) r, ~1, = 
01 
--hi -/'-~ 
0--2'- -h ,  
(3.12) 
Let fF  be the set fF  = {z E R~ I li ~< 1, i = 1, 2}. By our approach, the sufficient 
condition for asymptotic stability of a positive equilibrium z*, with respect o f~  is - [,~, + 
d iag( -  O tl,./l~l,, -0211/1"12)] ~ Sw. We can observe that 
0,./2 0212 ) 
WA + diag \ -~t l t  W,, -1"1---~2 W5 
_ 0112 81 / 
\ 
I*I, WI 1-'~1 W, 
02 W, 05/" 
" w5 
+ diag( -  ~.,Wt, - h2W2). 
(3.13) 
The first matrix on the right-hand side of (3.13) is symmetric if we choose W~ > 0, 
W2 = (Oj/O:)(I*/I*)W,. This matrix is negative semidefinite since 
0,15 05/, 0, 05) 
z,*z, #6 z* # w, ws = o. (3.14) 
Because of the presence of the diagonal negative matrix on the right-hand side of (3.13), 
the sufficient condition of Theorem 2.1 holds true provided that ~.t > 0, h.2 > 0. Under this 
assumption, if a positive equilibrium z* exists, then it is globally asymptotically stable within 
rE. 
3.2.2 SIS model for  two dissimilar groups[7]. 
d l t /dt  = [~klll I + klz(Nz/NI)I2](I - ll) - "y,ll - 5111, It + St = I, 
d lz/dt  = [h.5212 + kz1(Ni/Ns)lt](l - 15) - ~t212 - 5212, 15 + $5 = 1. 
(3.15) 
w 
In (3.15), by setting (3t2 = K~:(N:/NI), f32, = K2t(N,/N2), we get 
dl t /dt  = (htl -- ~t -- 8,)It -- ~-tll~ -- (31,1112 + ~3j2, 
dl2/dt = (k22 - "Y2 - 52)12 - k2212 - (32t121t + (321ll, 
(3.16) 
with li ~< 1, i = 1, 2. System (3.16) can be set in the form (2.9), where 
e = \h22 "/, 5, ' -(321 h22/' (32, ' 
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b(z) --= Bz = (13121:, ~32111) r, A = 
--;k[i 
77, (l - L,*) 
~)-J(1 - I'*) 
-- h:2 
(3.18) 
Consider now W[.4, + diag(-f3,212/l* l ,  - r3,.~lz/l*IO]: 
W [ ( = 
,~ + diag I~'I, ' 1"12 / J 
-13':1---A w, ff'--~ (1 - l * )w,  
l'*lt I'* 
92-'-2 (l -- I,*)W, -~3211"'"~1 W, 
I *  " " 1"I,_ - 
+ diag( - h~t W[, - h._W2), 
(3.19) 
where the first matrix on the right of (3.19) is symmetric when choosing W > 0 and W2 such 
that (13_,~/1")(1 - I~)W2 = (13~2/1")(1 - I*)W~. Moreover, since 0 < I* < 1, i = 1, 27 this 
matrix is negative definite. In fact, 
(131_,I_~ ff2d, f3,2 f3,., ) 
I*1~ " 1"12 I *  (1 - 1 ' * )~(1  - 1") W, W2 >0.  (3.20) 
Hence, provided that h~ I> 0, h2,, I> 0, -[.4, + diag(-13~21_,/I*1~, -f32fl~/l*l,.)] E Sw, 
and Theorem 2. I assures the asymptotic stability of the positive equilibrium z* with respect o 
12~,12  = {zER~ 11,~< 1, i = 1,2}. 
3.2.3 Gonorrhea model[3,15]. 
dl~/dt = - l t l z  - azI~ + c]12, 11 + S~ = cl, 
dlz/dt = -121~ - a212 + c211, 12 + $2 = c2, 
(3.21) 
which can be put in the form (2.9), where 
(o) (0 (o c) 
e = -a2  -1  , c = 0, B = 0 (3.22) 
and 
b(z) = Bz = (c112, c:10 r, A = 
\ 
0 c, - I * \  
i,* 




[ (<  c:',ll= 
W ,~ + diag I*I , '  I*12/..1 
c#,. . S'* \ 
- l ' * l ,  w' w'-~l 
w.S_,: c:;, w.,l' 
- 1"  1" I . ,  " /  
(3.24) 
which is a symmetric matrix if we choose W~ > 0, W: such that W,.(S*/I*) = WL(S*/I'*). 
The symmetric matrix (3.24) is negative definite. 
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i 
C,Il cd, S:St 
-A_/ 
w, w, 
i:r, I:12 r:rt _1 w,w2 = -- f*,* (CIC? - s:sr, > 0, I 2 (3.25) 
where the fact that 0 < S,* < c;, is taken into account since z* is a positive equilibrium. 
3.2.4 SIS model with vecrors[7]. This model is obtained from “SIS model for two dissimilar 
groups” when A,, = AZ2 = 0: 
dI,ldr = -(y, + 6,)1, - &f,lz + j3,J2. 
dI,ldt = -(Yz + 82)12 - Pz,&l, + P1,1,, 
(3.26) 
where Ii s 1, i = 1, 2. The asymptotic stability of the positive equilibrium :*, with respect 
to fin:, fdbws as a particular case of the SIS model for two dissimilar groups (Sec. 3.2.2.). 
3.2.5 Host-vector-host model[7]. 
-- 
df,ldt = X,,(NJN,)1,( 1 - I,) - (y, + &)I,, S, + I, = 1, 
-- -- 
dt,ldt = [XZ,(N,IN1)f, + X,,(N,IN&I,](l - ,J - (y? + FJ~)~~, Sz + I? = 1, (3.27) 
-- 
dfJdt = AJ2(N21N#t(l - I,) - (yJ + W,, S, + I, = 1. 
-- 
If we introduce the new parameters plz = A,,(&&). l3:, = A:,(N,INJ, p:, = -- -- 
A,,(N,IN,), I332 = Aj2(N21Nj), and the new variables Sj = 1 - I,. i = 1, 2, 3, system (3.27) 
reads 
dS,/dt = [ -p,r - (Y, + WV, + P,2S,S? + (Y, + 8,), 
dS,ldt = [ - p2, - p23 - (y2 + 62)lS2 + P2,S2S, + &3SJ3 + (YZ + M, (3.28) 
dWdt = I--PX - (~3 + S,)lS, + P32S3S2 + (Y, + 83). 
Let R3 be the set f13 = {Z E R: 1 Si s 1, i = 1, 2, 3). System (3.28) can be put in the 
form (2.9), where 
-P,2 - (Y, + 6,) 
e= -Pz, - Pz, - (Yz + 6,) 
- I332 - (Y3 + 63) 
), A = jH, 2: ;3)7 (3.29) 
Yl + 8, 
c = y2 + 82, B = 0 
i ) Y3 + 83 
and 
b(z) = c, ii 3 A. (3.30) 
By Corollary 2.1, since c is a positive definite vector, one positive equilibrium 
z* E 0: exists. ,& has a symmetric sign structure. Hence, by Corollary 2.1, if -[A + 
diag( -(y, + 6,)/S,S:, -(yz + 8J&SZ, - (y3 + S,)/S,Sf)] E SW, then z* is asymptotically 
stable within Sz:. If we take into account hat S, 6 1, i = 1, 2, 3 from (2.19) we see that a 
sufficient condition for the asymptotic stability of z* is - [A + diag( - (y, + 6,), -(y? + 
a,), -(y3 + S,))] E SW. Accordingly, let us take 
WA + diag(--(y, + W, -(Y* + W, -(v3 + S3))l 
-(v, + ww, P,zW, 0 
= PZlW2 -(Y2 + wwz P23W2 
) . 
(3.31) 
0 P32W3 -(Y3 + 63)W3 
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This matrix is symmetric if we choose Wt > 0. W, = ([3~:/[3,1)W t, W 3 = ([3:3/[33.,)([3~.,/ 
[3.,0W~. It is negative definite if 
[(3'~ + 80(',/: + 82) - [3,.,[32,]WtW., > O, 
-[('YI -1" 81)('Y2 -r- 82)(~ 3 -.t- 83) - (~3 "+" 83)[3121321 +
-- (Yl "F 81)[32313321WlW2W 3 < O. (3.32) 
We can observe that, if inequalities in (3.32) hold true, then 
[(~2 -}- 82)('~/3 + 83) -- [3231332]W2W3 • O. (3.33) 
Hence (3.32) is the sufficient condition for the asymptotic stability (and uniqueness) of 
the positive equilibrium z* within fP .  
From (3.28), the positive equilibrium z* has the following components: 
"h + 81 Y3 + 83 
S* = [312(1 _ S2") + ('Yl + St) '  S~ = [332(1 _ S~) + ("/3 + 83)' (3.34) 
where S* is a solution of 
(1 - S2){p(I - $2)" + q(1 - S:) + r} = 0, (3.35) 
and 
P = ~12~32[(~21 -~" [323) + (~2 + ~2)], 
q = [332[(~h + 81)(3'2 + 82) - [31_,[321] + ~12[(Y2 + 82)('¥3 "~ 83) -- [323[332 
-F [3121321("y3 + 83) q'- [3231332(~1 "1- 80 ,  
r = (',/, + 8t)('Y2 + 82)("¢3 + 83) - ('Ys + 83)[3121321 - ('/1 + 80[323[332. 
(3.36) 
It is to be noticed that when (3.32) holds true, then q > 0, r > 0, thus assuring that the 
unique asymptotically stable equilibrium is such that S* = 1, i.e. z* = (1, 1, 1) r. When (3.32) 
fails to hold, by (3.35) we have another positive equilibrium for which S* < 1 and its remaining 
components are given by (3.3~,). 
To study the asymptotic stability of this equilibrium we can remember that li + Si = 1, 
i = 1, 2, 3, thus assuring to have a positive equilibrium z* = (I*, 1~', ij,)r, 0 < I,* < 1, 
i = 1, 2, 3 within the subset ~3 = {z~R 3 : l i~<0, i  = 1 ,2 ,3} .  In the old variablesli ,  i = 
1, 2, 3 the positive equilibrium (1, 1, 1) r becomes the origin and the ODE system (3.27) can 
be arranged in this form: 
d l t /d t  = 
dl2/ dt = 
d ls /dt  = 
- (3q  + 81)1~ - [3~21~I: + [31,_1:, 
- (Y2 + 82)12 - [3211211 - 13231213 + ([3.'fll + [32313), 
--('Y3 + ~3)I3 -- [3321213 + [33212, 
(3.37) 
where, concerning (2.9), we have 
e = - (v :  + 82)], A = - :, 
-('Y~ + ~3)/ 






-- [323 , 
0 (3.38) 
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Thus 
b(z ) -=Bz ,  A = 








For the asymptotic stability of z* = (1", IT, IT) r within ~ we can apply Theorem 2.1 
by requiring that - [,~, + diag( - b~(z)/ltl*, - b2(z)/lfl *, - b3(z)/13 1 T)] ~ Sw. 
Hence consider 
[ (b t (z )  b2(z )b3(z) / ]  
W ,i. + diag I , l*'  12I*' 131-"~3/J 
131212 1312S? 
- - -  Wt - -  Wt 
Ill* I* 
~215~ (~2tll + 1~2313) 
- -w2  
I t  121t 
~325T 
0 ~W3 I* 
1323S~ 
W2 - -  W2 t* 
133212 - - - -  W3 
13I~ 
; (3.40) 
this matrix is symmetric if we choose W~ > 0, W2 = (13~2~/[32jS~)(I~/I?)Wt, 3 = (13235~ / 
1332S~)(I ~/1 ~)W2. 
To apply Theorem 2.1, we must require that the symmetric matrix (3.40) be negative 
definite. Since the diagonal elements are negative, the sufficient condition is 
f ([32111 + 13.1, )  _ ] Wt W2 ,[3~12 [3nS*[3ztS~ j 1"1" > O, 
L ll 12 
131212 (13211t + [32313)[33212 [33212 
+ [3~2S~[32~S~ 
It 12 13 13 
[312"/2 ] WI W2W3 
+ Ii [32~S~13nS~ I*I~1~ - -  < 0. (3 .41)  
Now we observe that the sufficient condition (3.41) is always met by a positive quilibrium 
z* E (~3+. In fact, 
131212 (13211! + 132313) [31212 13211t 
- 13~2S, 132,S2 > -  - -  - [3~#:t  = 0 
It I2 It 12 
and 
-- [31212 [3211| 133212 
1, 12 13 
~3212 [3tz12 [32fl3 ~3212 ~1212 + 
13 13nS*f32'S~ 1, 12 13 + It 
[2 , , = 1-~ ~32(-f3n~32, + f~,2S*~2,S~) + ~t2121t ( -  ~23~32 + ~23S: ~32S3) < O, 
where, proving the inequalities, we have taken into account hat S* < 1, i = 1, 2, 3. Hence 
we can conclude for the host-vector-host model that 
COROLLARY 3.1 
If the sufficient condition (3.32) holds true, then the origin is asymptotically stable with 
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respect to {~3. Otherwise besides the origin a positive equil ibrium N* E f ie  exists which is 
asymptotical ly stable within {23. 
4. EPIDEMIC MODELS WITH NONCONSTANT TOTAL POPULATION 
In this section we deal with some epidemic models, described by the ODE system (2.9), 
which differ from the usual epidemic models presented in Section 3 in that n(t) = E,"=~ zM) 
is a dynamical  variable, rather than a specif ied constant. Furthermore, these models admit either 
a feasible or a partial ly feasible equil ibrium (see Sec. 2). We shall consider two specific 
examples. 
4.1 Parasi te-host  system[ l 1 ] 
The epidemic model is 
dx/dt  = (r - k)x - C.w - Cxv + ry + rv, 
dy /d t  = -(13 + k)y + CO' - CSyv,  
dv /dt  = -(13 + k + cy)v + Cxv + CSvu. 
(4.1) 
As discussed in [11] the two cases r < k and r > 13 + k + 0. do not give rise to non- 
trivial equil ibrium solutions. We shall then restrict our analysis to the case 13 + o" + k > r > k 
in which there is an equil ibrium at 
r cr 13 + k + 0. 1 1 13 + k 
x* = - y* - x*, v* = -x*  (4.2) 
C 0. - S ( r  - k)'  CS S S CS 
Local stabil ity results were already given in [1 I]. According to the aim of this paper, we 
shall study global asymptotic stabil ity of the feasible or partial ly feasible equil ibrium. 
The equil ibrium z* = (x*, y*, v*) r is feasible, i.e. its components are posit ive if 
r S(r  - k) r 
< 1 - -  <- (4.3) 
[3+k+0.  0. 13+k' 
If o" < crl, where o'~ is such that 
r S( r  - k) 
- 1 - - ,  (4 .4 )  
[3 + k + 0.1 ~l 
the first inequality in (4.3) is violated and only a partial ly feasible equil ibrium is present given 
by 
13+k+0"  r -  k 
x* = , y* = 0, v* = x*, (4.5) 
C 13+k+0"- r  
since r < 13 + k + or. If 0. = o'~, then (4.2) coalesces in (4.5). 
If r < 13 + k and o" > o'2, where 0" 2 is such that 
S(r  - k) r 
1 - (4 .6 )  
0"2 [3+k '  
then the second inequality in (4.3) is violated and only a partial ly feasible equil ibrium is present, 
given by 
13+k r -k  
x* = - -  v* = x*, V* = 0, (4.7) 
C ~+k- r  
since r > k. If cr = 0.2, then (4.2) coalesces in (4.7). 
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Concerning model (4.1), we can put it in the matrix form (2.9), where 
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e = -([3 + k) , A = 0 - S , c = 0, B = 0 . (4.8) 
- ( [3  + k + or) /  CS 0 
Now consider the case in which the equilibrium (4.2) is feasible, i.e. z* ~ R 3. Then 
b(z ) -Bz ,  A = I C 0 - CS  C CS 0 (4.9) 
where z is a vector z = (x, y,  v) r belonging to the non-negative orthant R 3. Since C - r /x*  = 
CS( r  - k)/cr ,  provided that r > k, matrix A is W-skew symmetrizable by the diagonal positive 
matrix W = diag(Wt, W 2, W3), where Wt = cr /S(r  - k), W,. = W3 = 1. In fact, we obtain 
W.~, = 0 - S . (4 .10)  
CS 
Now we are in position to apply Corollary 2.2. Since b(z) = ( r (y  + z), 0, 0) r, the subset 
of all points within R~.* where we have f'(z) = 0, is 
R = {z e Rt  Ix = x*}. (4.11) 
Now we look for the largest invariant subset M within R. Since x = x* for all t, 
dx/dt lR = 0, and from the first of the Eqns. (4.1) we obtain 
r - k cr 
(y + v)IR = C - r /x*  CS '  for all t. (4.12) 
Therefore, d(y + v)/dt[R = 0, and by the last two Eqns. (4.1) we obtain 
1 1 
z.RI = -o. { [Cx*  - ([3 + k)][(v. + u)]R} = ~ [Cx*  - ([3 + k)] = 
x* [3 + k 
S CS 
(4.13) 
Then, taking into account (4.2), we have zlR -= z*. Immediately follows 
YlR = o" u* - [3 + k + o" x*  
C-'S - CS  S ' (4.14) 
i.e. YIR = Y*. Then the largest invariant set M within R is z*. From Corollary 2.2 follows the 
global asymptotic stability of the feasible equilibrium (4.2) within R3. *. 
It is to be noticed that the only assumptions made in this proof are r > k and that equilibrium 
(4.2) is feasible. Under these assumptions we exclude that unbounded solutions may exist. 
Suppose that o" <~ cr~, i.e. the equilibrium (4.2) is not feasible and we get the partially 
feasible equilibrium (4.5) which belongs to 
R] = {zER3 lz i>O, i  = 1, 3, z~> 0, i = 2}. (4.15) 
In order to apply Theorem 2.2 hypotheses (a) and (b) must be verified. Concerning hy- 
pothesis (a), we have 
- ( f3  + k) + cx* - cSv*  <~ 0, (4.16) 
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from which, taking into account (4.5), we obtain 
S(r - k) r 
1 ~< (4 .17)  
[3+k+~'  
Inequality (4.17) is satisfied in the whole range cr ~< cyt, within which the partially feasible 
equilibrium (4.5) occurs. When ~ = cy~, the equality applies in (4.17). Hypothesis (b) is satisfied 
because b(z) = (r(y + v), 0, 0) r and therefore b2(z) = 0. Concerning hypothesis (c), consider 
first the case o" < ~y~, i.e. the inequality applies in (4.16). Then the subset (2.23) is 
R = {zER~ly  = 0, x = x*}. (4,18) 
Now we look for the largest invariant subset M within R. 
Since x = x*, y = 0 for all t, dx/dtIR = 0, and from the first of equations (4.1) we get 
r - k where x* = [3 + k + cr (4.19) 
V[R = C - r /x*'  C 
Therefore, we obtain vlR = [(r - k)/(~5 + k + ~ - r)] • x*, i.e. vlR -= v*. Thus the 
largest invariant set within R is 
z,  (x ,  ~5 + k + cr y ,  O, v ,  r -  k ) r = = , = = x* (4.20) 
C fS+k+cr - r  " 
When cr = cry, then equality applies in (4.17) and (2.23) becomes 
R = P, lx = x*}. 
In this case, we have already proven that M --= {z*}. Hence hypothesis (c) is satisfied. 
Then by Theorem 2.2 the partially feasible equilibrium (4.5) is globally asymptotically stable 
with respect o R~. 
If r < ]3 + k and cr/> ~Y2, then the partially feasible equilibrium (4.7) occurs. This equi- 
librium belongs to 
R~ = {zER3 l z ,>O,  i = 1,2 ;z i~>0,  i = 3}. (4.21) 
Hypothesis (a) of Theorem 2.2 requires 
- ( f3  + k + cr) + Cx* + CSy* <~ O, (4.22) 
from which, taking into account (4.7), we obtain 
S(r - k) r 
1 - -  >I - -  (4.23) ~+k" 
This inequality is satisfied in the whole range of existence of the equilibrium (4.7), i.e. 
for all o" ~> cr2. When cy = cy~, the equality applies in (4.23). Hypothesis (b) of Theorem 2.2 
is obviously satisfied. Concerning hypothesis (c), at first we consider the case in which cr > o':. 
Therefore, the inequality applies in (4.22) and the subset (2.23) of R] is 
R = {z ~ R~l v = 0, x = x*}. (4.24) 
From (4.7), we are ready to prove that M -= {z*}. When c~ = or:, R becomes 
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and we have already proven that M = {:*}. Hypothesis (c) is satisfied. Also, in this case Theorem 
2.2 assures the global asymptotic stability of the partially feasible equil ibrium (4.7) with respect 
to R~. 
4.2 SIS model with vital dynamics[l] 
dS/dt  = (r - b)S -pS l  + (}x + r) l ,  
d l /d t  = - (0  + b + }z)l + pSI, 
(4.25) 
where, denoting by n = S + I, we have 
dn/dt  = (r - b)n - 01. (4.26) 
Provided that r > b, 0 > r - b, system (4.25) has the feasible equil ibrium z* ~ R~*: 
O+b+}x r -b  
S* - , 1" - S*. (4.27) 
P O+b- r  
When r ~< b, or r > 0 + b, the equil ibrium (4.27) is not feasible and the only equi l ibr ium 
of (4.25) is the origin. System (4.25) may be put in the form (2.9), where 
( ) (00 o0t (00 +r) e = - (0  + b + W.  ' A = , B = 0 , c = 0, (4.28) 
and b(z) -= Bz = ((p. + r)l,  0) r. When z* is a feasible equil ibrium the matrix A, = A + 
diag(z*-t)B is given by 
(4.29) 
Since S* = (0 + b + tx)/p, provided that 0 > r - b the matrix .~, is skew-symmetriz- 
able. Because bz(z) >t O, the graph associated with .~, is ~ • and by Corollary 2.2 the glo- 
bal asymptotic stability of z* with respect o R~., follows. 
When r ~< b, r > 0 + b Theorem 2.2 cannot be applied to study attractivity of the origin 
because hypothesis (b) is violated. 
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